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Descendent Firefly

Item Prototype Name:
Descendent Firefly

Example Item Image:

Normal Size



700% magnification

Item Prototype Proposed Rarity:
Rare

Rarity Justification:
While the collection of fireflies is easily performed and the quantity of ascendant crystals
necessary to modify the fireflies is low the survival rate of the initial mutation and the Sith
alchemy level required limits the initial production to only the tens of thousands.

Early attempts at breeding the Descendent Fireflies have been met with limited success but we
are confident with the correct incentives mass production into the millions will be possible.

Item Prototype Proposed Cost:
12,000 Credits



Item Prototype Description:
The Descendent Fireflies are available as a collection of 24-36 tiny insects. At a distance they
are nearly indistinguishable from regular fireflies. Their only distinguishing feature is the red
stripes on their inner wings and their nose.

Unlike their light emitting siblings these Fireflies generate heat as a byproduct of the chemical
reaction within their digestive system. They have been modified to seek out ascendant crystals
and swarm upon them as they’re attracted to their unique properties.

Once they land upon a crystal, or crystal infused species, they begin to glow and generate heat.
A single firefly generates roughly 44C in heat. Which is like a hot bath. However, a swarm of
roughly a dozen can produce temperatures of roughly 73C which begins to sear flesh and inflict
third degree burns.

We predict larger swarms could generate heat in excess of 100C.

To ensure the Descendent Fireflies aren’t simply brushed away they’ve been modified with
sharp, piercing claws, to latch onto flesh. This would be similar to the latching method of blood
sucking insects, such as ticks, that require the tearing of flesh to extract once they’ve impaled a
target.

Aspect/Upgrade Slots
● 1 slot allowing Aspect of type Creature Cosmetic
● 1 slot allowing Aspects of type Creature Personality
● 1 slot allowing Aspects of type Creature Physical


